The Dagstuhl Middle Metamodel (DMM) is an extensible schema for static models of software. It is a middle-level metamodel since it captures program level entities and their relationships, rather than a full abstract syntax graph (lower level), or architectural abstractions (higher level). DMM can be used to represent models extracted from software written in most common object-oriented and procedural languages. This paper presents the main features of DMM.
Introduction
To enable software re-engineering tools to fully interoperate, an agreed-upon exchange format must be available. Many different parsers, shareable repositories or databases, as well as analysis tools could then work together.
An exchange format needs both a schema (i.e. a metamodel) describing the objects and relationships, as well as a 'carrier' syntax describing how model elements will be transmitted or stored. This paper discusses the metamodel, leaving aside the question of syntactic form. For the latter we suggest TA [1] or GXL [2] .
There have been many suggestions for metamodels to represent the static structure of source code. The metamodel presented here derives from predecessor work at several universities, e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] . Ideas from these predecessors were incorporated into what was originally called the "Dagstuhl Middle Model" (DMM) at the Dagstuhl Seminar on Interoperability of Reengineering Tools, Jan 22-26, 2001 [7] . Since then, there have been several revisions of DMM, and the final letter now stands for 'Metamodel'.
This paper discusses the main features of DMM version 0.007; additional information can be found at [8] . The version number will be changed to 1.0 if and when a commercial vendor supports DMM.
There have been several practical uses of DMM. For example, Moise and Wong [9] used it in an industrial reverse engineering case study. There is also a tool on the web [10] that will take any C++ source code and convert it into DMM using GXL syntax. Several projects are also building schemas that extend or connect with DMM (e.g. [11] ).
DMM is a middle metamodel since it represents neither complete syntax of code (lower metamodels) nor abstract architectural elements (higher metamodels). It represents the main program elements and their relationships.
DMM has been reasonably stable, so researchers may experiment with using it in interoperable tools without being concerned about large changes. We do, however, anticipate some further evolution. Our objective would be that it becomes a defacto standard in the community.
In the next section we present an overview of DMM. Section 3 then presents some of the main design decisions it embodies. Finally, Section 4 discusses some of the directions for future work.
Overview of DMM
DMM can represent information about the source code of most popular programming languages, ranging from C, C++ and Java to Fortran. It does not handle aspects of less widely used languages (such as functional or logic languages), although extensions could be created to handle these.
DMM does not represent programs completely; i.e. it does not store the abstract syntax tree. Nor does it represent very high-level architectural elements like pipes, filters, clients, servers, etc. Other types of metamodels can be used for these low-level and high-level models, respectively. DMM is intended to be used for middle-level models. There is nothing in DMM, however, that precludes extensions which address high-level or lower-level concerns.
DMM is described using the four UML class diagrams shown in Figures 1 through 4. As is conventional in UML, abstract classes are shown in italics. The four diagrams are as follows:
• Figure 1 is a top level view, showing how the other three figures fit together.
It shows the three classes at the top of the hierarchies: SourceObject (representing high level syntactic entities specific to a particular piece of source code), ModelObject (representing conceptual entities that would exist even if the code were translated into a different language), and Relationship. Figure 2 shows the subclasses of ModelObject, and their associations. The most important thing to notice about this hierarchy is the division between StructuralElement and BehavioralElement. StructuralElement has such subclasses as Variable and Type, of which Class is a further subclass. The main subclass of BehavioralElement is Routine, of which Method is a further subclass.
• Figure 3 shows the subclasses of SourceObject, and their associations. The most important SourceObject subclasses are SourceFile and Source-Unit (the latter being used to represent blocks of code editable by the user in repository based environments that don't store code as a collection of files). It is possible to entirely omit SourceObjects other than Source-File or SourceUnit. In the next section we will see that this is one of the ways in which DMM is designed to be flexible. However, most implementations will want to add instances of other SourceObject subclasses such as MacroDefinitions or objects that specify where in a given SourceFile or SourceUnit any given ModelObject is defined or declared.
• Figure 4 shows Experience has shown that the intent behind most DMM classes is reasonably clear to developers building DMM-based reverse engineering systems. Such developers would generally create a parser or scanner for the source code of the programming languages they are interested in. They would then build data structures representing instance of the various DMM classes.
The next section explains some aspects of DMM in more detail. 
Key DMM Design Decisions
The structure of the Dagstuhl Middle Metamodel was derived after several key decisions were made. These are detailed below.
Separation of source and other elements
DMM separates objects representing source code (class SourceObject and its subclasses) from those representing abstract elements of a program or system (class ModelObject and its subclasses). This is illustrated at the top of Figure 1 . The two separate hierarchies are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Such a separation is very useful in reengineering tools, since it facilitates:
• Modelling of the various syntactic representations or references to the same software element, e.g. a Definition, several Declarations, and numerous References, (places where Accesses or invocations occur in the code).
• Mapping of the same software into different source representations (e.g. before and after restructuring or editing, or even after translation from one language to another).
• Ignoring of the source code when necessary. For example building abstract models of class hierarchies without reference to implementation in any language.
• Dealing with source-level (pre-compilation) information such as Comments and MacroDefinitions that have no existence in the compiled version of code. This has been found to be particularly important to make reverseengineering and re-engineering tools useful and adoptable. Our studies have shown [12] that maintainers want to see models of the actual code, not code after it has already been pre-processed. Models based on DMM have been found particularly useful for searching through large volumes of code; tools that facilitate this must provide search results as pointers to locations in the actual non-preprocessed source.
Some users of DMM may elect to simplify their models by omitting all but the most essential SourceObjects. Rather than storing one or more SourceObjects for every single ModelObject (e.g. specifying where in a file each variable, method, invocation etc. is located), one could just store the SourceObjects corresponding to top-level ModelObjects (i.e. just the Classes). If this option is chosen, then tools using such models will not be able to pinpoint the exact location in files of lower-level ModelObjects without further searching; such searching can, however, be done easily in near real time.
Implementations of DMM that take the above simplifying option can rep-resent the needed SourceObjects (instances of SourceFile) simply as string attributes of the respective ModelObjects. An interesting issue that arose when storing source code information was how, in the SourcePart class, to store pointers to the start and end of blocks of source code text. One strategy is to use character offsets from the beginning of a file. This makes seeking to a particular character easy in some programming languages. The choice that was instead made is to use line number plus character offset in the line. This has the advantage that no confusion arises when the size of lines in a file change due to the different line-ending conventions (i.e. CR vs. CR/LF).
Inclusiveness of multiple languages, including OO and non-OO languages
DMM can represent the key features of systems written in object-oriented languages such as C++, Smalltalk and Java. But it can just as easily represent non-object-oriented systems written in imperative languages such as C and Fortran.
To achieve this multi-language transparency, DMM generalizes several concepts. For example, the notions of routine, function and subroutine are all treated the same. Also, a Method is very much the same as a Routine except that it has a relationship to a class. Similarly, a Class is a Struc-turedType that has a few other features, such as methods. Although various programming languages have minor semantic differences regarding how they implement these ideas, DMM abstracts these differences away.
Some people have proposed even abstracting away the differences between Method and Routine, as well as between StructuredType and Class. If this were done, true structured types would be represented as classes that happen not to have any methods. This simplification has not been made in the current DMM version. A reason for keeping all four classes is that we believe it helps people to understand DMM better.
Multi-language inclusiveness has many benefits for the user, including the ability to work with multiple-language systems, and the ability to design tools that work in the same way no matter what programming language is employed.
A separate hierarchy of relationships
As discussed in Section 2, Figure 4 shows the hierarchy of Relationships. Each of these is an association class which can therefore have its own attributes. The presence of such a large hierarchy reflects the fact that in reengineering, relationships are as important at the things related.
As one moves down the hierarchy in Figure 4 , the relationships become more specialized. The domain of a sub-relationship is the same as or a subclasses of the domain of a higher-level relationship. The same is true of ranges. Models using DMM do not have to represent information about each relationship shown. Also, if a model wants to model accesses, it could use either the higher level Accesses relationship, or its more specific subclasses.
Flexibility to allow for variants and extensions
DMM has several dimensions of flexibility:
• Any DMM class can be subclassed if needed. A tool importing DMM data with subclasses it does not 'understand' would still be able to interpret the data as the appropriate superclass or superclasses. Figure 5 gives an example of several subclasses of Accesses; not all tools will need or want to support these, but they are available for tools that want to do more sophisticated analysis. Figure 6 shows an extension to represent instances of Property which can be treated as both variables (they can be accessed to get or set their value) and methods (they can invoke other methods); properties exist in various programming languages, such as Delphi. • Instances of many DMM classes can be omitted in a valid model in order to simplify the model. We already discussed in Section 2 how most SourceObject classes can be omitted. It would also be quite reasonable to generate data without, for example, information about method parameters.
• New classes can be added to represent different types of information by creating associations to DMM classes. This is exactly what we did to represent dynamic information in [11] .
A schema that uses higher level DMM classes but omits some lower-level classes and adds its own classes would be called a variant. A variant could be consistent with DMM (the new classes represent different things than those already in DMM), or inconsistent. An inconsistent variant might be needed if DMM classes are not able to capture certain concepts and need to be substituted by classes with more representational power. However it would be better to have an inconsistent variant that nevertheless reused some DMM classes, than a model that was completely different (with unnecessary inconsistencies.)
It would be useful if all DMM-compliant tools were developed with an ability to work as best as they can with data containing extensions and variants, and also with data that omits certain DMM classes. Data that contains anything other than basic DMM will have to be transmitted along with its schema. For example, a tool that reads data containing instances of Property ( Figure 6 ), but which does not know how to manipulate these instances internally, would nevertheless be able to read the extended schema and process them as separate instances of both Method and Variable.
Robustness
A metamodel needs to be robust as opposed to fragile. Robustness means the widest possible variety of tools can use it without the need for inconsistent variants. We hope that robustness was increased by the fact that the developers of several metamodels got together and worked out a metamodel that could be used by all the groups. The fact that several projects have used DMM with little change, is initial evidence for its robustness.
Conclusions and Future Work
DMM is a metamodel for software reverse engineering that has been proved in practice to be useful. However there are still various areas for research that could lead to changes or extensions. These are discussed below.
It will be important to continue to examine other metamodels to improve DMM to the point where it achieves widespread acceptance. Examples of metamodels that have been widely studied include Columbus [13] and the UML metamodel [14] . Unlike DMM, Columbus is explicitly for C++. The UML metamodel overlaps DMM in places; however, it is designed for forward engineering, and omits DMM's SourceObjects, and various other classes. It is also rather more complex than what appears to be needed for simple reverse engineering tools.
It might be useful to model certain features of programming languages that DMM does not currently support. Examples include generic types (e.g. C++ templates), as well as concerns and aspects (from Aspect Oriented Programming languages).
Finally, documents could be written giving a more precise semantics for each class, and a mapping from various programming languages to DMM. It has been proposed that in order for all the relationships to be modelled consistently by all parsers and other tools, a reasonably formal specification of each should be produced.
